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BAE Systems enlists
its own avatar
Mia
Performance

Engage talks to the company’s latest recruit Mia,
an avatar, about a new program devised to help
BAE Systems employees manage their information
more efficiently.
The Mia Program has
been developed to assist
staff in the effective
management of files,
emails and data. Mia,
a computer-generated
avatar, is leading the
internal communications
campaign to ensure all
employees are aware of
and understand the new
program.
E: Mia, what is this
program all about?
M: The Mia Program has
been devised to help the
teams and individuals at
BAE Systems better
manage the files, emails
and documents that are
used, saved, sent and
received every day.
E: How will the Mia
Program manage this?
M: Mia has numerous
techniques that will help
with information
management, such as
advice on how to share
large files and how to use
@Work and Teamspace
more effectively. These
techniques can be found
by typing Mia into the web
browser.

E: Can you give us an
example?
M: Teams that use and
share common files
should always ensure
that they are in order on
Teamspace and that the
same files are not kept
in different versions on
the G Drive. This is how
duplications and errors
can occur.
To get started, organise
a team meeting and agree
how to store, structure
and tag files. Also, allocate
a project manager to
oversee and ensure things
are kept on track.
E: It sounds
straightforward but what
if things don’t go as
smoothly as planned?
M: Every team is different
so no solution is the same
but there is plenty of
support and information
available on Teamspace.
There will also be regular
communications that
focus on a key theme,
such as physical archiving
or understanding
document tagging.

M113 project
creates musical
magic

Basket Range Primary School children perform with the unusual
instruments

The Mia support team
is also available. The ‘Mia
Champions’ will be on
hand to show how they
manage their own
department’s information
issues. The support team
encourages new recruits
so would-be Champions
are urged to get in touch.

E: Many employees are
pushed for time, why
should they come on
board?
M: The program is packed
with simple solutions that
can be put in place
immediately but continued
training and collaboration
among departments,
functions and project
teams will achieve
spectacular results longer
term. It is essential to take
control today and avoid
issues escalating in the
future.

For support, advice and solutions
simply email
askmia@au.baesystems.com

5 reasons to start the Mia Program today
A de-clutter and restructure of information assets
means
1

Less time searching for documents

2

Less time duplicating work already done

3

More efficient use of existing storage

4

Less need for physical archives

5

Improved confidence in the data

People

Aluminium offcuts from
the M113 Armoured
Personnel Carrier upgrade
project have hit the right
note with students at
Basket Range Primary
School in the Adelaide
Hills.
The Land Business Unit
team at Wingfield donated
the scrap metal to students
for a unique musical art
project, led by visiting artist
Steve Langton.
Assisted by Steve, the
children created a range
of unusual musical
instruments. Among the
aluminium assortment was
a metallophone, an
instrument similar to a
xylophone but created
using an agricultural poly
pipe and metal bars, and
a thongophone, a piece
of poly pipe complete with
rubber thongs.
As a thank you for the
scrap metal donations, the
children performed a
special concert for 200 of
the Land BU employees.

BAE Systems/NAMIG
C2C Scholarship winners
recognised
People/Awards

The three winners of this
year’s BAE Systems/
Northern Advanced
Manufacturing Industry
Group (NAMIG) C2C
scholarship have been
officially recognised.
Thomas Schneider,
Michael Thomas, and
Susen Sharma received
their awards in front of
family and friends.
Managing Director
Jim McDowell and Bernie
Fitzsimons, NAMIG
General Manager,
presented the scholarships
at a ceremony held at
Edinburgh Parks in
February.
BAE Systems is a
founding member and
active partner of NAMIG.

The not-for-profit
incorporated body was
developed to encourage
students to stay at school,
explore careers within
engineering, science,
maths and technology and
to develop career
awareness, employability
and entrepreneurial skills.
Through NAMIG,
BAE Systems supports an
ongoing scholarship
program, which provides
funding for a university
degree in science,
mathematics, or a
technology course relevant
to the defence industry,
paid work experience in
the defence industry
through BAE Systems,
and career guidance
and support from a
BAE Systems mentor.

Thomas Schneider, Michael Thomas, and Susen Sharma

